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Going Off on a Tangent: Exploring the Possibility of Process Change
Most people are familiar with the quote by the Greek philosopher Heraclitus, “change is the only
constant in life.” As wise and true as these words are, change still catches most of us by surprise. In
some people, the fear of change can even be anxiety-provoking (a condition known as
metathesiophobia). While most of us have a manageable discord with change, it doesn’t stop us from
feeling uneasy when we’re subjected to it.
As I sat in my office in the hospital volunteer services department where I was employed for many
years (and during the pandemic), it became very clear to me that change was inevitable and necessary.
Every staff member had to pivot, a term I’ve associated with change during this season. We could no
longer do things the way we used to if we wanted to have any hope of staying relative during the
pandemic.
To be honest, and in hindsight, halting our volunteer program for several months was a blessing in
disguise, as it gave us the opportunity to analyze our processes, examine our options, and pivot,
something we might not have been able to do as easily before the pandemic. We were able to
accomplish this through something referred to as processing mapping, which allowed us to visualize
our current process, consider possible options or tangents, and lead the change we needed through a
well-thought-out plan.
Whatever the motivator for the change you wish to see in your process (no matter your industry), I
offer to you a few simple steps to get you “going off on tangents,” which hopefully lead you down the
path of improvement. Consider the following steps as you think about the process that you want to
change:
1. Draw a flowchart of the process as it stands today. This is called process mapping (you can
read more about the topic on Lucidchart). This can be done on a computer using a program
like Visio or PowerPoint, or on a piece of paper. Draw a box and write the first step in your
process (what triggers that start of that process?). Draw an arrow that then takes you to the
next step(s). In the world of process mapping, certain shapes mean different things, but you
don’t have to get that technical if this is new to you. Simple squares with arrows indicating
next steps will work out fine (see the sample flowchart on making pasta found on Lucidchart).
2. Review each step in the process and consider alternatives. Here are a few questions to get
you thinking: Is this the only way to do this step? If this is a manual step, can it be automated?
Can it be omitted or outsourced? Don’t be too quick to kibosh an idea – after all, it’s just
something to consider. In the sample flowchart on making pasta, what if we put tomato sauce
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in the pan instead of water? Would it still cook the pasta? Or what if we put the pan in the
oven instead of the stove? Be creative with alternatives. TIP: Several brains are better than
one. Invite team members or stakeholders to share their input. This can be a fun teambuilding
activity.
3. Draw out the flowchart with the alternative you are considering. Invest some time and
thought into thinking about the value each alternative adds and the risks it poses. Would you
consider this alternative an improvement (i.e., does it cut back on time or resources)? If so,
then this alternative might be worth adopting. Remember the flowchart for making pasta? I
imagine that someone must have considered creative alternatives to the traditional pastamaking process. If that were not the case, we would not have enjoyed the famous baked feta
pasta recipe that went viral in 2020 on TikTok (don’t believe me that pasta can be baked?)
If the alternatives you considered did not yield any possible changes, you may have a solid process that
withstood testing. You can at least say that you’ve explored the possibility of change. At a minimum,
this got the creative juices flowing for you.
If you are ready to adopt some changes to your process, I encourage you to read up on topics such as
change management and communication planning. Some other resources for your consideration are:
-

Plan.Do.Check.Act – a proposed model for redeploying volunteers during COVID-19 by Joan
Cardellino, CAVS
- Managing Up! – a VSys Voices Webinar on how to help volunteer leaders “be at the table”
Depending on the complexity of the proposed changes, you may need to socialize the idea with key
stakeholders before launching forward. Be prepared to socialize this change and communicate why the
change is taking place. If it’s a simple enough change to implement, just remember to update your
flowchart (these are keepers and can be very valuable when training others on your processes).
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